Introductory Chinese Language and Cultures Concentration
12-14 credits

There are 2 paths to this concentration:

1. Students who never took Chinese or students placed at the 1000 level, take
   CHNS 1001. Elementary Chinese 1 (4 cr. hrs.)
   CHNS 1002. Elementary Chinese 2 (4 cr. hrs.)

   Elective Courses: Choose TWO courses from the list below:
   ▪ CHNS 3200 Chinese Culture and Civilization
   ▪ CHNS 3300 Chinese Society: Speaking and Reading Skills
   ▪ CHNS 3215 Chinese Cuisine and Culture
   ▪ CHNS 3700 Chinese Business Culture
   ▪ CHNS 3230 Chinawood: Chinese Film and Culture
   ▪ CHNS 3210 Chinese Literature in English Translation.
   ▪ LLAC 4931/CHNS 4931 Topics in Foreign Language, Culture and Literature

2. Students who took some Chinese take a placement test and if placed at a 2000 level, take
   CHNS 2001 Intermediate Chinese 1 (3 credits)
   CHNS 2002 Intermediate Chinese 2 (3 credits)

   Elective Courses: Choose TWO courses from the list below:
   ▪ CHNS 3200 Chinese Culture and Civilization
   ▪ CHNS 3300 Chinese Society: Speaking and Reading Skills
   ▪ CHNS 3215 Chinese Cuisine and Culture
   ▪ CHNS 3700 Chinese Business Culture
   ▪ CHNS 3230 Chinawood: Chinese Film and Culture
   ▪ CHNS 3210 Chinese Literature in English Translation.
   ▪ LLAC 4931/CHNS 4931 Topics in Foreign Language, Culture and Literature

Apply: Students will be able to declare their concentration using the minor declaration form. To find out more about the course requirements, please visit the Marquette Undergraduate Bulletin.

Contact: Dr. Jen-Li Ko, jenli.ko@marquette.edu